Welcome home
Bahrain’s Very Own Real Estate Reality Show

I

t is the time of thanking and JEO 			
Productions, producers of Bahrain’s first 		
real estate show; Deals in the 			
Desert, is doing just that by asking Arabian
Homes to publish their list of all the most
important people they have worked with in 2015.

Happy New Year! Have you heard yet

about Bahrain’s first upcoming real
estate television show? Yes, that’s right, Deals in

the Desert Season One was shot last fall/winter 2015 in Bahrain, and
has recently completed the post-production phase and was sent to
the many broadcasters interested in airing this exciting production!
Here is a sneak peek of what you can expect to see in the show.
How can a high-quality and engaging reality television show
be shot locally? With a great mix of a production house used
to shooting quality productions on a variety of budgets (JEO
Productions), a talented local crew, and lots of assistance from
sponsors interested in supporting local productions that will reach
an international market! This show will not only highlight Bahrain
as a dynamic hub for business, but also as a warm culture that
welcomes all to enjoy this exciting mix of modern and Arab culture
found on this island!
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Thank You to Our Sponsors!
Y.K. Almoayyed & Sons

Y.K. Almoayyed & Sons is a diversified business group based
in the Kingdom of Bahrain that consists of Y.K. Almoayyed & Sons,
Ashrafs, Almoayyed Contracting Group, National Concrete Co. and
Almoayyed Properties. We wish to thank Mrs. Mona Almoayyed
and this incredible business group for their support of Deals in the
Desert Season One.
Look forward to the stunning Almoayyed Tower in Seef, as well
as the Mirage Villas Compound in Saar showcasing the quality
properties in Bahrain. Almoayyed Furnishing was mentioned as a
great option to furnish your entire property! And we were able to
highlight the Ford Showroom expert sales team, as well as Lincoln
MPX and Nissan Patrol cars being driven by the cast.

Dr. Rana’s Aesthetic Health Centre

Dr Rana’s Aesthetic Health Centre is a modern state-of-theart cosmetic and laser centre, covering a wide range of noninvasive evidence based aesthetic procedures with little and no
downtime with advanced technology and high quality CE and
FDA approved products and equipments. Besides being fully
equipped with the latest technology and treatments in this field,
the centre is manned with the most experienced and highly
trained medical staff. Lead by Dr. Rana Al Ammadi, a medical
consultant in the field of Family Medicine, Sports Medicine and
Aesthetic Medicine, we wish to thank Dr. Rana for her support of
the television show. She saw our vision, understood the power of
media to best showcase her country. Thank you!

Arabian Homes Magazine

Yes, if you have not guessed by now, Arabian Homes of
Maxmedia Company saw the promise of a real estate television
show, and has sponsored the first season! You can catch
glimpses of Arabian Homes throughout the season, for as you
know, it is a must read for all in the industry! Catch a look of it
as reference material on the agent’s desks, you know we have
all the pertinent information necessary for you to understand the
Bahrain market!

Domain Hotel & Spa

Uncomplicated but profound in its offering, The Domain Hotel
and Spa removes the barriers of a traditional hotel and focuses on
combining comfort and luxury in a seamless blend. Many thanks to
Domain for assisting us in many incredible backdrops for the series;
be it the Cigar Lounge, its hotel rooms or the Domain Prive!
Designed by House of Infinity Founder and Managing Director,
Steven Hemphill, we were overwhelmed by the immense beauty
found within the Domain Hotel & Spa. We also had the pleasure of
working with Steven for two shoot days, where we got a glimpse of
his powerful designs throughout the Middle East, and his design
aesthetic for the Domain. Steven Hemphill’s forte is palaces, palatial
residences, residential resorts, embassies, boutique hotels and
multi-use complexes.
Steven Hemphill, founder of The House of Infinity Ltd., has an
eclectic and diverse knowledge of the design industry that spans
twenty years. Over the past 15 years, under the patronage of
Sheikh’s Sulaiman & Essam Al Muhaidib, Steven has carved a niche
for himself in the Middle East. He has had the honour to design
the interiors for such noteworthy spaces as a 103-room historical
building in Rome – once the residence of Burlini; many high-end
projects in Saudi Arabia and Europe and the palace for HRH
Princess Sara Bint Talal bin Abdul Aziz Al Saud in Riyadh.
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Domain Hotel is House of Infinity’s
first Boutique Hotel. With “Stay Work
Play” as the hotel’s slogan, representing
the blur between business and leisure in
the guests’ lives.
“Our solution was to design a modern,
contemporary feel Concept based on a
club /hotel offering entertainment/social/
F&B spaces unique to Bahrain - stylish,
high-end suitable to both business and
leisure.” – Steven Hemphill

How does the hotel bring to its feel the
unique lifestyle in Bahrain?

“The hotel itself accomplishes this with its modern, contemporary,
artistic feel, utilising indirect lighting creating a soft reflective
warm ambiance. Although geometric lines and simple shapes
predominate the hotel, these are enhanced by a carefully thought
out range of colours and textures. Whilst the design incorporates
an Arabic touch it deflects from heavy classical detailing. From
our beveled and engraved mirrors in the lobby to the exquisite
door features within Le Domain which play with the “Art Nouveau”
movement to create a current and fresh look.
Accents and elements sympathetic to the island were requested
by the client to connect to the rich tapestry that makes up Bahrain.
Luxurious gold is presented in a contemporary setting with the
higher power and healing energy of opulent rich purple, being our
signature highlight. You can clearly see this throughout the hotel
within our finishes such as fabric, carpets, wall panels, lighting
shades etc.
Three-dimensional geometric shapes are consistent and are
visually linked from the reception desk to the Txoko column cladding
and lighting, features etc. The designs on show are what “today’s”
take on what ambience and surroundings should and will be in
Manama and Bahrain.”
JEO learned so much during this production, about design
aesthetic, the real estate industry in Bahrain, and are pleased to
announce they have completed post-production on the project.
Stay tuned throughout this month to see some beautiful promotional
videos and television commercials highlighting the different services
from the sponsors to be released. You can view these videos on
www.youtube.com/jeopro

Have a project you wish to pitch? Interested to participate in an
upcoming production? Please connect with Jeo Productions at
info@jeoproductions.com
For more information on Deals in the Desert,
like the Facebook page: facebook.com/DIDBH
For more information on JEO Productions,
please visit:
Website: jeoproductions.com

: facebook.com/Jeo-Productions
@jeoproductions
youtube.com/jeopro

Contact: info@jeoproductions.com
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